CDW Helps Natomas Unified School District Store Their Data in AWS

Customer Overview
Located in California’s Central Valley and named the nation’s second most diverse school district, Natomas Unified School District is the educational home of over 11,600 students spread across fourteen schools.

The Challenge
Natomas Unified School District had a data problem – How to move a massive quantity of student and staff data from their facility to an off-site, secure and easily accessed storage facility. Finding themselves faced with an ever-nearing deadline in order to comply with state and federal regulations regarding both the location and duration of data storage, Natomas turned to CDW to provide options and expertise for moving and storing their more than 20TB of accumulated data.

The Solution
After a thorough examination of all possible options, Natomas opted to use AWS Snowball to gracefully and all-at-once, migrate their data to storage within AWS.

The Benefits
Not only did Natomas meet all their deadlines and regulations, they also saved a significant amount of money by not having to upgrade and expand their data communication network to handle this large data transfer.
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